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Abstract— In this paper, we address the problem of direction
of arrival (DOA) estimation from turbo-coded square-QAMmodulated transmissions. We devise a new code-aware direction
finding concept, derived from maximum likelihood (ML) theory,
wherein the soft information provided by the soft-input softoutput decoder, in the form of log-likelihood ratios, is exploited to
assist the estimation process. At each turbo iteration, the decoder
output is used to refine the ML DOA estimate. The latter is in
turn used to perform a more focused receiving beamforming
thereby providing more reliable information-bearing sequences
for the next turbo iteration. In order to benchmark the new
estimator, we also derive the analytical expressions for the
exact Cramer-Rao lower bounds (CRLBs) of code-aided (CA)
DOA estimates. Simulation results will show that the new CA
direction finding scheme lies between the two traditional schemes
of completely non-data-aided and data-aided (DA) estimations.
Huge performance improvements are achieved by embedding the
direction finding and receive beamforming tasks into the turbo
iteration loop. Moreover, the new CA DOA estimator reaches the
new CA CRLBs over a wide range of practical SNRs thereby
confirming its statistical efficiency. As expected intuitively, its
performance further improves at higher coding rates and/or
lower modulation orders.
Index Terms— Turbo-codes, direction of arrival estimation, beamforming, log-likelihood ratio, maximum likelihood,
Cramér-Rao lower bound, QAM signals, non-data-aided,
data-aided and code-aided estimation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE rapid development of radio communications has
resulted in a growing demand for location-aware services
fueled in part by the soaring need to increasingly accommodate
users’ mobility. Clearly, highly accurate DOA estimates are
crucial for enhanced overall system performance. However,
grasping this high level of estimation accuracy requires a
sufficiently broad theoretical foundation for the underlying
direction finding technique and more than ever the ability
to be grounded in practical situations. Actually, The problem
of DOA estimation has been a hot array signal processing
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research topic over the last few decades and a suitable DOA
estimator can be selected from a plethora of state-of-the-art
techniques (see [2], [3] and references therein). Recently, there
has been a resurgence of interest in developing advanced DOA
estimators that are specifically tailored to the emergent massive
MIMO systems. Interested readers are referred to the very
recent works in [4], [5] which introduce novel 2-D DOA
estimation techniques that are geared toward massive MIMO
systems in presence of multiple incoherently distributed
sources. Depending on how the recorded data are processed
to output the required DOA estimate, DOA estimation techniques can be broadly categorized into two major categories:
i ) subspace (SS)-based or ii ) ML-based methods. To their
credentials, SS-based approaches are known to be computationally less expensive. However, as they extract the DOA
information from the covariance matrix of the received data
instead of the data themselves, they are usually suboptimal [6].
They hence suffer from severe performance degradation at
low SNR levels and/or small numbers of snapshots. ML
approaches, however, apply the estimation process directly on
the received samples and always enjoy higher accuracy and
enhanced resolution capabilities, however, very often at the
cost of substantial increase in complexity [7].
Depending on the degree of a priori knowledge about
the transmitted symbols, DOA estimators can be alternatively
categorized into two other broad subcategories: NDA and DA
approaches. NDA methods are completely blind and, as such,
do also suffer from severe performance degradation in harsh
SNR conditions. DA methods, however, are known to be
highly accurate, but they impinge on the whole throughput
of the system as they require the frequent insertion and transmission of perfectly known (i.e., pilot) sequences. It sounds
reasonable then to conceive a third middle-ground alternative
between these two extreme cases. In fact, rather than relying
on perfectly known or completely unknown symbols, CA estimation takes advantage of the soft information delivered by the
decoder at each turbo iteration. In plain English, the decoder
assistance is called upon in an attempt to enhance the estimation performance yet with no impact on the spectral efficiency
of the system. Spectral efficiency is, indeed, of paramount
importance to current- and next-generation wireless communication systems which are compelled to provide high quality of
service, while satisfying at the same time the ever-increasing
demand for high data rates and capacity. In order to meet
these requirements, it is also advocated to use powerful errorcorrecting codes in conjunction with high-spectral-efficiency
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modulations such as high-order QAMs. In fact, turbo codes
along with higher-order QAMs are currently being adopted
in Mobile WIMAX [8], long-term-evolution (LTE) and LTE
advanced (LTE-A) or beyond (LTE-B) systems [9].
Turbo codes, in particular, surged as a promising choice
for reliable high-data-rate communications when Berrou and
Glavieux showed in [10] the possibility of transmitting data
with code rates above the channel cut-off rate. Yet, beyond the
simple introduction of a new error-correcting code, the turbo
principle itself has since then sparked a new era in the
theory and practices of communication engineering. It opened
up a whole new way of thinking regarding the design of
communication and signal processing algorithms. In this context, the idea of relying on the decoder assistance has been
heavily investigated in several research works and lead to
many advanced concepts including the so-called turbo equalization, turbo synchronization, turbo channel estimation and
detection, etc. Yet, a common principle to all the aforementioned concepts is to exploit the decoder’s output via
iterative feedback so as to enhance the estimates of the
various involved channel parameters (i.e., CA estimation). The
so-called decoder’s assistance has indeed resulted in dramatic
performance enhancements within the context of turbo equalization of frequency-selective channels (see [11] and references therein). A plethora of research works dealing with the
CA estimation of phase, frequency, and time offsets within the
framework of turbo synchronization have also been reported
in the open literature (see [12]–[26] and references therein).
The feedback of the decoder was also leveraged in order to
perform turbo SNR estimation and decoding [27], [28], turbo
channel estimation and decoding [29]–[31] as well as turbo
detection and decoding [32].
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, however, no contribution has so far dealt with the problem of CA DOA estimation.
Actually, an exhaustive bibliographical review revealed that
very few works (cf. [33]–[40]) have so far tackled the
problem of DOA estimation in presence of modulated sources.
Indeed, most of the existing techniques assume the unknown
signal to be either deterministic or random but Gaussian
distributed leading, respectively, to the conditional [41]–[45]
or unconditional DOA ML estimators [46]–[50]. Yet, it has
been recently shown in [51] and [52] that the Gaussian
assumption leads to the largest CRLBs, i.e., the associated bounds underestimate the actual achievable performance.
In fact, the Gaussian assumption is a natural choice when nothing is known beforehand about the exact data distribution [51].
Yet, with the Gaussian distribution, the transmitted symbols
are assumed to possibly take any complex value while they
are actually drawn in digital transmissions from a finite-size
set (namely, the constellation alphabet). Naturally, ignoring
this fact — by simply resorting to the Gaussian assumption — introduces more ambiguity about the unknown symbols
thereby leading to suboptimal estimation performances. In our
work, however, the actual a priori probabilities (APPs) of the
transmitted symbols (i.e., their actual distribution) are made
available from the output of the SISO decoders and exploited
during the direction finding process in order to enhance the
estimation performance.
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All these facts motivated us to tackle in this paper the
problem of CA DOA estimation from higher-order squareQAM turbo-coded signals. We propose, indeed, a low-cost
CA DOA estimator that is derived from ML theory wherein
the turbo decoding and DOA estimation tasks operate side by
side. In fact, at each turbo iteration, the proposed algorithm
leverages the soft information provided by the SISO decoders
in order to refine the DOA estimate. The latter is in turn
used to enhance the decoding performance — during the
next turbo iteration — by use of a more accurately steered
receive beamformer. In order to appropriately benchmark the
proposed estimator, we also derive the analytical expressions
for the CRLBs of the underlying CA estimation problem.
As a well-known fundamental lower bound, the CRLB quantifies the best achievable error variance in practice [53].
Its derivation is often considered as extremely challenging for
higher-order modulations even under uncoded transmissions.
Indeed, the very first DOA CRLBs for linearly-modulated
sources appeared in 2006 [33] for uncoded BPSK and QPSK
signals. It was only recently, though, that their analytical
expressions have been extended to higher-order QAMs under
uncoded transmissions as well [34]. In order to validate our
new analytical procedure of evaluating the CA DOA CRLBs,
we also evaluate the latter bounds using another approach
that computes the underlying bounds empirically, i.e., from
exhaustive Monte-Carlo simulations. The empirical approach
was developed within the context of turbo synchronization and
is adapted here to the direction finding problem. From the
algorithmic point of view, we also verify that the new CA ML
estimator achieves the derived CA CRLBs over a wide range
of practical SNRs thereby confirming its statistical efficiency.
Note here that the existing CA estimation approaches can
also be applied with appropriate modifications to the direction
finding problem at hand. In particular, under the ML estimation umbrella, the combination of the sum-product (SP) and
expectation-maximization (EM) concepts pioneered in [19]
can be leveraged in order to find the CA ML estimates (MLEs)
of the DOA parameter. Yet, as will be seen in Section VI,
the complexity of the resulting SP-EM algorithm is very high
compared to the proposed ML estimator. This is because,
in the SP-EM-based ML approach, an EM iteration loop
is required in each turbo iteration wherein the algorithm
switches between the so-called expectation step (E-STEP) and
maximization step (M-STEP). Indeed, in each turbo iteration,
SP-EM performs the following main four steps to complete a
single EM iteration:
• Obtain new beamforming outputs using the DOA estimate
of the previous EM iteration;
• Update the symbols’ a posteriori probabilities (APoPs)
using the new beamforming output;
• Marginalize empirically the conditional (on the transmitted symbols) likelihood function (LF) with respect to
those APoPs (E-STEP);
• Maximize the marginalized LF with respect to the working DOA variable (M-STEP).
At the convergence of the EM algorithm, the obtained
DOA estimate is used to acquire more refined beamforming outputs which will serve as input for the next turbo
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iteration where all the aforementioned EM-related steps are
repeated.
In this paper, however, we exploit the full symmetry of
square-QAM constellations in order to derive a an analytical
expression for the log-likelihood function (LLF). In particular,
marginalization of the conditional LF with respect to the
transmitted symbols is carried out analytically and the a priori
LLRs of the elementary code bits are explicitly incorporated
in the LLF expression. We propose thereof a more systematic
framework to their direct integration into the CA estimation
process, thereby eliminating completely the need for an EM
iteration loop under each turbo iteration. In other words,
contrarily to SP-EM, the obtained LLF needs to be maximized
only once per turbo iteration after being updated by the
associated a priori LLRs. Consequently, the proposed CA joint
DOA estimation and beamforming scheme offers significant
improvements in computational complexity as compared to the
existing SP-EM approach as will be seen later in Section VI.
It also enjoys a remarkable performance advantage at low SNR
thresholds and/or higher-order modulations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Sections II and III, respectively, we introduce the system
model and derive the corresponding LLF. In Section IV,
we derive the new analytical CA CRLBs and introduce
the empirical approach developed for their validation.
In Section V, we introduce the new CA ML DOA estimator.
In section VI, we assess its performance and benchmark it
against the new CA CRLBs as well as several state-of-the-art
techniques. Finally, we draw out some concluding remarks
in Section VII.
We mention beforehand that some of the common notations
will be used throughout this paper. Vectors and matrices
are represented by lower- and upper-case bold fonts, respectively. Moreover, {.} H denotes the Hermitian (i.e., transpose
conjugate) of any vector or matrix. The operators {.} and {.}
return the real and imaginary parts of any complex number,
respectively. Moreover, {.}∗ and |.| return its conjugate and its
amplitude, respectively, and j is the pure complex number that
verifies j 2 = −1. We will also denote the probability mass
function (PMF) for discrete random variables (RVs) by Pr [.]
and the probability density function (pdf) for continuous RVs
by p[.]. The statistical expectation is denoted as E{.} and the
notation  is used for definitions.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a turbo-coded system consisting of two recursive
systematic convolutional codes (RSCs) which are concatenated
in parallel via an interleaver 1 . The desired coding rate R
is achieved by properly puncturing the parity bits out of each
RSC encoder. The entire coded bit sequence is then scrambled
with an outer interleaver, 2 , and divided into K subgroups
of 2q bits for some integer q ≥ 1. The k t h subgroup of coded
k
bits, b1k b2k · · · blk · · · b2q
, is conveyed by a symbol x(k) that
is selected from a fixed alphabet, C = {c0 , c1 , · · · , c M−1 },
of a M−ary (with M = 22q ) QAM constellation
(i.e., square-QAM). In fact, each point, cm ∈ C , is mapped
onto a unique sequence of log2 (M) = 2q bits denoted here as
m
b̄1m b̄2m · · · b̄lm · · · b̄2q
, according to the Gray coding mechanism,

and cm is selected to convey the k t h subgroup of coded bits
[i.e., x(k) = cm ] if and only if blk = b̄lm for l = 1, 2, · · · , 2q.
We also define the so-called a priori LLR of the l t h coded
bit, blk , conveyed by the transmission of x(k), as follows:



Pr blk = 1

 ,
(1)
L l (k)  ln
Pr blk = 0




where Pr blk = 1 and Pr blk = 0 are the a priori probabilities (APPs) of the coded bit blk . Exploiting (1) and the fact




that Pr blk = 0 + Pr blk = 1 = 1, it immediately follows
that the APPs of each conveyed bit are expressed in terms of
its a priori LLR as follows:




e L l (k)
1
k
and
Pr
b
=
0
=
.
Pr blk = 1 =
l
L
(k)
l
1+e
1 + e L l (k)
(2)
For mathematical convenience, the two identities in (2) will
be merged together in the following single generic expression:
Pr [blk = b̄lm ] =

L l (k)
m
1
e(b̄l −1) 2 ,
2 cosh L l (k)/2



(3)

in which b̄lm can be either 0 or 1 depending on: i) the
underlying Gray mapping rule, and ii) which of the symbols,
M , is transmitted at time instant k.
{cm }m=1
The receiver is also equipped with Na antenna branches
and the received signal is corrupted by a complex circularly
symmetric additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) which is
assumed to be temporally and spatially white. At each k t h
time index, the noisy samples received over all the antenna
elements are stacked into a single vector, y(k) = [y1 (k),
y2 (k), · · · , y Na (k)]T . In array signal processing terminology,
y(k) is known as snapshot and it is modeled as follows [3]:
y(k) = Sa(θ )x(k) + w(k), for k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1,

(4)

where S is the channel coefficient and x(k) is the k t h unknown
transmitted symbol. Moreover, a(θ ) is the steering vector
which is a function of the unknown DOA, θ , to be estimated:
T

a(θ ) = e j πϕ1 (θ) , e j πϕ2 (θ) , . . . , e j πϕ Na (θ) .
(5)
Na
In (5), {ϕi (θ )}i=1
are some real-valued transformations
(of the scalar DOA parameter) that depend on the geometry of
the array configuration.1 The random noise components, w(k),
are modeled as complex circularly symmetric Gaussian vectors
with independent real and imaginary parts and covariance
matrix E{w(k)w H (k)} = σ 2 I. We also define the per-symbol
SNR as follows:

S2
.
(6)
σ2
Note here that the narrowband model in (4) is well justified in
practice by its wide adoption in current and next-generation
multicarrier communication systems, such as LTE and LTE-A
or LTE-B. In fact, it is well known that OFDM systems
ρ=

1 For the explicit expressions of, {ϕ (θ )} Na under the widely studied
i
i=1
uniform linear arrays (ULAs) and uniform circular arrays (UCAs), please
refer to (51) in Section IV.
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transform a multipath frequency-selective channel in the time
domain into a frequency-flat (i.e., narrowband) channel over
each subcarrier as modeled by (4) [54], [55]. Yet, even over
traditional single-carrier systems, the narrowband model in (4)
could still be valid in practice when the symbol duration is
larger than the delay spread of the channel.
Moreover, as evidenced by (4), we tackle here the problem
of DOA estimation of a single source. In practice, the singlesource case is encountered, for instance, when dealing with
CDMA signals after despreading. Indeed, one single source
corresponding to the desired signal will be preserved through
constructive correlation and any other source will be dramatically reduced by destructive correlation and incorporated
in the noise component. The single-source model can also
be obtained in the case of multisource transmissions if we
apply an algorithm of blind source separation (BSS) as a post
treatment. Hence, the observation obtained for each source will
follow a single-source model over which our newly derived
method can be adequately applied to estimate the DOA of the
corresponding source.
III. D ERIVATION OF THE LLF
The global LLF of the underlying estimation problem is
defined as follows:

L(Y; θ )  ln p[Y; θ ] ,
(7)
where Y = [y(0) y(1) · · · y(K − 1)] is the space-time
matrix that gathers all the recorded snapshots given in (4) and
p[Y; θ ] is the pdf of Y parameterized by θ . For estimation
purposes only, a simplifying assumption is usually used under
coded digital transmissions. This assumption postulates that
the transmitted symbols are independent in spite of the statistical dependence introduced by channel coding. We emphasize,
however, the fact that this simplifying assumption does not
deny one to exploit the dependence of the coded bits during
the decoding process itself. Indeed, the data dependence is
exploited by the SISO decoders in order to output the estimates
for the coded bits’ a posteriori LLRs. The latter are then used
to decode the bits and also to compute their a priori LLRs
(as explained later in Section IV-B) which are in turn used to
evaluate the CA CRLBs and to find the CA DOA ML estimate.
Yet, even by assuming independent symbols, it turns out that
no much information is lost from the estimation point of view.
In fact, the performance of the resulting CA estimation scheme
is equivalent to that of the ideal DA scheme (i.e., perfectly
known symbols) over a wide range of practical SNRs. Using
the assumption of independent symbols and recalling that the
AWGN components are also assumed to be temporally white,
the pdf p[Y; θ ] in (7) can be factorized as:
K −1

p[y(k); θ ],

p[Y; θ ] =
k=0

(8)



where the pdf of each snapshot, p y(k); θ , is given by:
 




Pr x(k) = cm p y(k); θ |x(k) = cm . (9)
p y(k); θ =
cm ∈C
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Here, Pr [x(k) = cm ] cm ∈C are the APPs of the transmitted
symbols. Owing to the noise Gaussianity and using ||a(θ )||2 =
Na , it can be shown that:


1
1
2
p[y(k); θ ] = N 2N exp
||y(k)|| Dk (θ ), (10)
π aσ a
σ2
where Dk (θ ) is explicitly given by:



Na S 2 |cm |2
Dk (θ ) =
Pr [x(k) = cm ] exp −
σ2
cm ∈C



2  ∗ H

S
c
a
(θ
)y(k)
.
× exp
m
σ2



(11)

By plugging (8)-(10) back into (7), the LLF of the underlying
estimation problem develops into:

1
L(Y; θ ) = −K Na ln πσ 2 + 2
σ

K −1
+
ln Dk (θ ) .

K −1
k=0

||y(k)||2
(12)

k=0

Moreover, starting from (11) and resorting to tedious algebraic manipulations, equivalent to those recently used in [28],
it can be shown that the term Dk (θ ) can be factorized as
follows:


Dk (θ ) = 4βk Hk,2q u k (θ ) Hk,2q−1 v k (θ ) ,
(13)
where the two functions Hk,2q (.) and Hk,2q−1 (.) are commonly defined as follows:
2q−1

Hk,s (x) =

ηk,s (i )e−ρ Na [2i−1]

2d2
q

i=1

√


2S[2i − 1] Na dq
L s (k)
× cosh
x
+
,
σ2
2
with 2dq being the inter-symbol distance, s a generic counter
used from now on to refer either to 2q or 2q − 1 (depending
on the context). Moreover, the terms ηk,2q (i ), ηk,2q−1 (n), and
βk are expressed as follows:
q−1

(i)

e(2b̄2l −1)

ηk,2 p (i ) =

L 2l (k)
2

,

(14)

l=1
q−1

(n)

e(2b̄2l−1 −1)

ηk,2 p−1 (n) =

L 2l−1 (k)
2

.

(15)

1
.
2 cosh L l (k)/2

(16)

l=1
2q



βk =
l=1

Besides, u k (θ ) and v k (θ ) involved in (13) are, respectively,
the real and imaginary parts of a receive-beamformer output
steered toward the direction of the unknown DOA to be
estimated:


1
u k (θ ) = √  a H (θ )y(k)
Na


1
(17)
v k (θ ) = √  a H (θ )y(k) .
Na
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Using (13) in (12) and dropping the terms that do not depend
on θ , it follows that the useful LLF:
K −1


 K −1 



ln Hk,2q u k (θ ) +
ln Hk,2q−1 v k (θ ) ,

k=0

k=0

L(Y; θ ) =

(18)
involves the sum of two analogous terms. In the next section,
we will build upon this observation to derive for the first time
new analytical expressions of the DOA CA CRLBs.
IV. N EW A NALYTICAL AND E MPIRICAL
CRLB S FOR CA DOA E STIMATION
A. Derivation of the Analytical CA CRLBs
The CRLB lower bounds the variance of any unbiased
estimator 
θ of θ , i.e., E{(
θ − θ )2 } ≥ CRLB(θ ) and it is
analytically given by [53]:
CRLB(θ ) =

1
,
I (θ )

(19)

where I (θ ) is the so-called Fisher information (FI) for the
received data defined as:
 2

∂ L(Y; θ )
I (θ )  −E
.
(20)
∂θ 2
Recalling the expression of the LLF, L(Y; θ ), established
in (18) and denoting:




γk,2q (θ )  −E ∂ 2 ln Hk,2q u k (θ ) /∂θ 2 ,




γk,2q−1 (θ )  −E ∂ 2 ln Hk,2q−1 v k (θ ) /∂θ 2 ,
it is easy to show the following result:
K −1

I (θ ) =



γk,2q (θ ) + γk,2q−1 (θ ) .

(21)

k=0

Clearly, finding the expressions of γk,2q (θ ) and γk,2q−1 (θ )
(i.e., carrying out the involved expectations analytically)
requires explicit expressions for the pdfs of u k (θ ) and v k (θ ).
To that end, we show in Appendix A the following result:
Lemma 1: u k (θ ) and v k (θ ) are two independent RVs whose
distributions are given by:
u (θ )2



2βk,2q
− k
Hk,2q u k (θ ) e σ 2 ,
p u k (θ ) = √
πσ 2
v (θ )2



2βk,2q−1
− k
Hk,2q−1 v k (θ ) e σ 2 ,
p v k (θ ) = √
πσ 2

(22)

pdfs of u k (θ ) and v k (θ ) [cf. (22) and (23)]. Denoting the first

 (x),
and second derivatives of Hk,2q (x) as Hk,2q
(x) and Hk,2q
respectively, it can be shown that:

∂2
ln Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
∂θ 2

 
2 (u (θ ))

(u k (θ ))
Hk,2q (u k (θ )) Hk,2q
Hk,2q
k
2
+ ü k (θ )
− 2
,
= u̇ k (θ )
Hk,2q (u k (θ )) Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
where u̇ k (θ ) = ∂u k (θ )/∂θ and ü k (θ ) = ∂ 2 u k (θ )/∂θ 2 . Taking
the expectation of the above expression and using the fact that
u k (θ ) and u̇ k (θ ) are independent (see Appendix B), we obtain:
γk,2q (θ )

 

  2


Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
2
−E
= E u̇ k (θ ) E
2 (u (θ ))
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
Hk,2q
k



Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
.
(25)
− E ü k (θ )
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
In the sequel, we will derive the analytical expressions of the
four expectations involved in (25), separately. For more convenience, we define beforehand the following two quantities
(for s = 2q or 2q − 1) that will appear repeatedly in the
obtained results:
 L s (k)
2q−1
ηk,s (i )(2i − 1)2 , (26)
ωk,s  2 dq2 βk,s cosh
i=1
2
 L s (k)
2q−1
ηk,s (i )(2i − 1).
(27)
αk,s  2 dq βk,s sinh
i=1
2
1) Derivation of E{u̇ 2k (θ )}: Recalling the definition
of u k (θ ) in (17) and using (4), it follows that:




S
1
u̇ k (θ ) = √  ȧ(θ ) H a(θ )x(k) + √  ȧ(θ ) H w(k) ,
Na
Na
(28)
where ȧ(θ ) = ∂a(θ )/∂θ . Then, using the trivial identity
{z} = 12 (z + z ∗ ) with z = ȧ(θ ) H a(θ )x(k) and the fact
that ȧ(θ ) H a(θ ) + a(θ ) H ȧ(θ ) = 0, derived from the identity
||ȧ(θ )||2 = Na , we obtain:


jS
1
u̇ k (θ ) = √ ȧ(θ ) H a(θ ) {x(k)} + √  ȧ(θ ) H w(k) .
Na
Na
(29)

(24)

Owing to the independence between the transmitted symbol,
x(k), and the noise vector, w(k), and noticing that ȧ(θ ) H a(θ )
is a pure imaginary number, it can be shown that:
2 

S 2 

E u̇ 2k (θ ) =
ȧ(θ ) H a(θ ) E  {x(k)}2
Na
 
2 
1
.
(30)
+
E  ȧ(θ ) H w(k)
Na

Proof: See Appendix A.
Due to space limitations, we will hereafter detail the derivation of γk,2q (θ ) only since γk,2q−1 (θ ) can be easily obtained in
the very same way due to the apparent symmetries between the

After tedious algebraic manipulations, we show in Appendix B
the following two identities:
 
2 
 2
σ 2 
ȧ(θ ) ,
(31)
E  ȧ(θ ) H w(k)
=
2

(23)

with
βk,2q =
βk,2q−1 =

1
2q
1
2q

q

1
cosh L 2l (k)/2


l=1
q



l=1

1

cosh L 2l−1 (k)/2

and
.
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and



E  {x(k)}2 = ωk,2q−1 .

(32)

Thus, the analytical expression of E u̇ k (θ )2 is obtained as
follows:
 σ 2 

2



ȧ(θ )2 + S ωk,2q−1 a H (θ )ȧ(θ )2 .
E u̇ k (θ )2 =
2Na
2Na
(33)
2 (u (θ ))/H 2 (u (θ ))}: This term
2) Derivation of E{Hk,2q
k
k,2q k
is nothing but the expected value of a known transformation
of the RV u k (θ ) whose distribution was already established
in (22). Therefore,
it can be evaluated analytically by inte
grating over p u k (θ ) to obtain:
 2
 
2 (u (θ ))
Hk,2q
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
k
E
=
p[u k (θ )] du k (θ )
2 (u (θ ))
2 (u (θ ))
Hk,2q
H
R k,2q k
k
 H 2 (u (θ )) −u 2 (θ )
k
2βk,2q
k,2q k
e σ 2 du k (θ ),
= √
2
H
(u
(θ
))
πσ R k,2q k
(34)

where Hk,2q
(x)  ∂ Hk,2q (x)/∂ x is given by:

Hk,2q
(x)

√
2q−1
2
2
2S Na dq
=
ηk,2q (i )(2i − 1)2 e−ρ Na dq [2i−1]
σ2
i=1
√


2S[2i − 1] Na dq
L 2q (k)
× sinh
x+
. (35)
σ2
2

Injecting (35) back into (34) and using the variable substitution, t = 2u k (θ )/σ , it follows that:

 2
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
4Na
= 2 ρ νk,2q (ρ),
(36)
E
2 (u (θ ))
σ
Hk,2q
k
where νk,2q (.) is given by:
νk,2q (ρ) =

dq2 βk,2q
√
π



+∞ f 2 (t, ρ)
2
k,2q
− t4
−∞

gk,2q (t, ρ)

e

dt,

(37)

in which f k,s (t, ρ) and gk,s (t, ρ) (for s = 2q and 2q − 1) are
expressed as:
f k,s (t, ρ) =

gk,s (t, ρ) =

2q−1

(2i − 1)ηk,s (i ) e−(2i−1) dq ρ Na
i=1 


L s (k)
,
× sinh
2ρ Na [2i − 1]dq t +
2
2q−1

2 2

ηk,s (i )e−(2i−1) dq ρ Na



L s (k)
× cosh
2ρ Na [2i − 1]dq t +
.
2

(38)

2 2

i=1

(39)

 (u (θ ))/H
3) Derivation of E{Hk,2q
k
k,2q (u k (θ ))}: As done
in (34), this expectation is found explicitly by integrating over
the pdf of u k (θ ) yielding:
 
 
 (u (θ ))
Hk,2q
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
k
=
p[u k (θ )]du k (θ ).
E
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
R Hk,2q (u k (θ ))

(40)
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Replacing p[u k (θ )] with its expression established in (22),
it immediately follows that:
 


−u 2k (θ )
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))

2βk,2q

E
Hk,2q
u k (θ) e σ 2 du k (θ),
= √
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
πσ 2 R
(41)
 (x)  ∂ 2 H
2
where Hk,2q
k,2q (x)/∂ x is given by:

(x)
Hk,2q

=

4S 2 dq2 Na
σ4

2q−1

ηk,2q (i )(2i − 1)2 e−ρ Na dq [2i−1]
2

2

i=1

√

2S[2i − 1] Na dq
L 2q (k)
.
× cosh
x
+
σ2
2


 (x) using the identity
After expanding the expression of Hk,2q
cosh(x + y) = cosh(x) cosh(y)+sinh(x) sinh(y), plugging the
x2

result back into (41), and exploiting the fact that sinh(x)e− 2
is an odd function (i.e., its integral is identically zero),
we obtain:

  
Hk,2q u(k)

E
Hk,2q u k (τ )


8βk,2q S 2 Na dq2
L 2q (k)
= √
cosh
2
( πσ 2 )σ 4
2q−1

×

(2i − 1)2 ηk,2q (i )e−ρ Na (2i−1)

2d

q

i=1

√

 −u 2 (θ )
k
2S[2i − 1] Na dq
× cosh
u k (θ ) e σ 2 du k (θ ). (42)
2
σ
R


Moreover, we show via “integration by parts” for any a > 0
and b ∈ R that:

 +∞

1 π b2
2
e 4a .
cosh bx e−ax d x =
(43)
2 a
0
With some easy identifications, this result is used in (42) to
yield the an analytical expression for the expectation in (41)
as follows:

 
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
4Na
(44)
= 2 ρωk,2q .
E
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))
σ

(u k (θ ))/Hk,2q (u k (θ ))}: To
4) Derivation of E{ü k (θ )Hk,2q
find this expectation, we use a standard probability approach
in which we first find the expectation with respect to ü k (θ )
conditioned on u k (θ ) and then average the result with respect
to u k (θ ). By doing so, we obtain:



(u k (θ ))
Hk,2q
E ü k (θ )
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))


 H  (u k (θ )) 

k,2q

.
(45)
= Eu k Eü k |u k ü k (θ ) u k (θ )
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))

In Appendix C, we express ü k (θ ) in terms of u k (θ ) and v k (θ )
as follows:


1 
1 
ü k (θ ) = −
ȧ(θ ) u k (θ )−  a(θ ) H ä(θ ) v k (θ )+z k (θ ),
Na
Na
(46)
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where z k (θ ) is another zero-mean RV that is also independent from u k (θ ). Therefore, using the independence of
u k (θ ) and v k (θ ) [already established in L EMMA 1], it follows
that:

E ü k (θ )u k (θ )


1 
1 
= − ȧ(θ ) u k (θ ) −
 a(θ ) H ä(θ ) E{v k (θ )}.
Na
Na
The expected value of v k (θ ) can be easily obtained by integrating over its distribution
already established in (23) leading to
√
E{v k (θ )} = S Na αk,2q−1 . After using these results in (45) and
then finding the outer expectation by integration over p[u k (θ )],
we obtain:



Hk,2q
(u k (θ ))
E ü(k)
Hk,2q (u k (θ ))


2

= −2ρ ȧ(θ ) ωk,2q − 2ρ a(θ ) H ä(θ ) αk,2q αk,2q−1 .

TABLE I
G EOMETRICAL FACTORS FOR ULA AND UCA C ONFIGURATIONS

far the most studied cases in the open literature. For these two
popular configurations, by assuming that the distance between
the antenna elements is half the wavelength, the corresponding
transformation of the DOA parameter in (5) is given by:
ϕiULA (θ ) = (i − 1) sin(θ ),

cos θ − 2[i − 1]π/Na
UCA
ϕi (θ ) =
.
2 sin(π/Na )

(47)
Plugging the four expectations established in (33), (36), (44),
and (47) back into (25), it follows that:
γk,2q (θ )

2 


= 2ρ 2 ωk,2q−1 a H (θ )ȧ(θ ) νk,2q (ρ) − ωk,2q



2
+2ρ ȧ(θ ) νk,2q (ρ) + 2ρ a(θ ) H ä(θ ) αk,2q αk,2q−1 .
(48)

As mentioned previously, due to the apparent symmetries
between the distributions of u k (θ ) and v k (θ ), the analytical
expression of γk,2q−1 (θ ) can be directly deduced from γk,2q (θ )
by easy identifications as follows:
γk,2q−1 (θ )

2 


= 2ρ 2 ωk,2q a H (θ )ȧ(θ ) νk,2q−1 (ρ) − ωk,2q−1


2

+2ρ ȧ(θ ) νk,2q−1 (ρ) − 2ρ a(θ ) H ä(θ ) αk,2q αk,2q−1 .
(49)

The DOA CA CRLBs are then simply obtained as follows:
1
CRLB(θ ) =  K −1 
.
k=0 γk,2q (θ ) + γk,2q−1 (θ )

(50)

It is worth mentioning here that we have only exploited the fact
that the constellation is Gray-coded so far, and that the specific
turbo-code structure and setup was not truly used during all
previous derivations. Therefore, the new CA CRLB expression
in (50) is actually valid for any coded system in general. Yet,
the CRLB was explicitly expressed in terms of the a priori
LLRs of the coded bits through the coefficients ωk,s , νk,s ,
and αk,s (for s = 2q and s = 2q − 1) that are involved in
the expressions of γk,2q (θ ) and γk,2q−1 (θ ). However, these
unknown LLRs and, therefore, the CRLB cannot be evaluated
for any code. Yet, we will soon explain (cf. Section IV-B)
how these unknown LLRs can be obtained from the output of
the SISO decoders in a turbo-coded system.
Interestingly enough, the established analytical CRLBs are
also valid for any antenna array geometry. Yet, uniform linear
arrays (ULAs) and uniform circular arrays (UCAs) remain by

(51)

Therefore, it can be easily shown that the geometrical factors
2

|a(θ ) H ȧ(θ )|2 and ȧ(θ ) involved in γk,2q (θ ) and γk,2q−1 (θ )
are explicitly expressed as in Table I. The contribution of the
other geometrical factor,  a(θ ) H ä(θ ) , cancels out by adding
γk,2q (θ ) and γk,2q−1 (θ ) in (50) and, therefore, it is not shown
in Table I.
We emphasize here the fact that the CRLB depends on the
DOA parameter only through these purely geometrical factors
which are: i) even functions of θ for ULAs thereby reflecting their symmetry with respect to the broadside axis, and
ii) independent of θ for UCAs owing to their circular
symmetry.
B. Evaluation of the Analytical CA CRLBs
in Turbo-Coded Transmissions
As already mentioned, in order to compute and plot the new
CA CRLBs, one needs to evaluate the coefficients ωk,s , νk,s ,
and αk,s for s = 2q and s = 2q − 1. These coefficients are,
however, functions of the a priori LLRs, L l (k). In the sequel,
we briefly explain how these LLRs can be obtained from the
output of the SISO decoders after convergence of the BCJR
algorithm. First, a receive beamformer steered toward the true
DOA, θ , returns the information-bearing sequence:

T
y(θ ) = y0 (θ ), y1 (θ ), . . . , y K −1 (θ ) ,
(52)
where
1
a H (θ )y(k).
yk (θ ) = √
Na

(53)

Then, the demapper extracts the so-called bit likelihoods:
 


p y(θ )blk = 1


 ,
(54)
l (k)ln
p y(θ )b k = 0
l

for all the coded bits and feed them as inputs to the turbo
decoder. In practice, l (k), are explicitly expressed as well
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using the assumption of independent symbols as follows2 [60]:
⎛


2  ⎞
√
1 

N
c
(1) exp − 2 yk (θ ) − S
a
m
σ
⎟
⎜ cm ∈Cl

l (k) = ln ⎝ 

2  ⎠,
√
1 

Na cm
(0) exp − 2 yk (θ ) − S
cm ∈Cl

σ

(55)
(1)

(0)

where Cl (resp. Cl ) is the subset of constellation points
whose l t h mapped bit is equal to 1 (resp. 0). In practice,
(55) is easily computed for all l and k using the so-called
max-log-MAP approximation (cf. [60]. pp 24-26] for more
details). Then, by exchanging the so-called extrinsic information between the two SISO decoders, the a posteriori LLRs
of the coded bits:
 


Pr blk = 1y(θ )


 ,
(56)
ϒl (k) = ln
Pr bk = 0y(θ )
l

are updated iteratively according to the turbo principle.
(r)
We denote their values at the r t h turbo iteration as ϒl (k).
After say R turbo iterations, steady state is achieved wherein
ϒl(R) (k) ≈ ϒl (k), for every l and k, and its sign is used to
detect the corresponding data bit. Yet, owing to the well-known
Bayes’ formula, we have:


 



 k
p y(θ )blk = 1 Pr blk = 1

, (57)
Pr bl = 1 y(θ ) =
p[y(θ )]
and
Pr



blk


 




p y(θ )blk = 0 Pr blk = 0

.
= 0 y(θ ) =
p[y(θ )]

(R)

(k) − l (k),

K

M stand for all the possible values that the whole
where {xl }l=1
transmitted symbol sequence x = [x(0), x(1), . . . , x(K −1)]T
can take. Then, noticing that:
∂ ln ( p[Y|x = xl ; θ ])
∂ p[Y|x = xl ; θ ]
= p[Y|x = xl ; θ ]
,
∂θ
∂θ
(61)

it follows that the first derivative of (60) with respect to θ is
obtained as:
∂L(Y; θ )
=
∂θ

MK

Pr [x = xl ] p[Y|x = xl ; θ ]
p[Y; θ ]
l=1

∂ ln p[Y|x = xl ; θ ]
.
×
∂θ
Besides, similar to [56] and using the Bayes’ formula, it can
be shown that:


∂ ln( p[Y|x; θ ])
∂L(Y; θ )
= E x|Y
∂θ
∂θ
K −1
 2S 

=
E x(k)|Y 2  ȧ(θ ) H y(k)x(k)∗ . (62)
σ
k=0

The a posteriori probabilities, Pr [x(k) = cm |Y], obtained
from the output of the SISO decoders, are used to compute
the elementary conditional expectations in (62) as follows:
 2S 

Ex(k)|Y 2  ȧ(θ ) H y(k)x(k)∗
σ

 2S 
∗
. (63)
Pr [x(k) = cm |Y] 2  ȧ(θ ) H y(k)cm
=
σ
c ∈C
m

(58)

Therefore, by taking the ratio of (57) and (58) and applying
the natural logarithm, it immediately follows that:
L l (k) = ϒl (k) − l (k) ≈ ϒl
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(59)

L , for Y
Then, a large number of noisy realizations, {Yl }l=1
are generated and the considered CA CRLBs are evaluated
empirically as follows (cf. [56] for more details):

 −1
L 
∂L(Yl ; θ ) 2
1
CRLB =
.
(64)
L
∂θ
l=1

meaning that the required a priori LLRs of the coded bits can
be easily obtained from both their steady-state a posteriori
LLRs and l (k) already computed by the soft demapper prior
to data decoding. The CA CRLBs can be readily computed
after using L l (k) to evaluate ωk,s , αk,s , and νk,s (ρ) for s = 2q
and 2q − 1.
C. Empirical CA CRLBs
For validation purposes, we develop another approach that
evaluates the considered bounds via exhaustive Monte-Carlo
simulations. To that end and as done in [56] in the context of
time and frequency synchronization, we also use the following
alternative expression for the LLF:


MK
L(Y; θ ) = ln
Pr [x = xl ] p[Y|x = xl ; θ ] , (60)
l=1

2 Note here that the analytical CA CRLBs estbalished in this paper are
valid for Gray mapping only which is itself optimal for non-iterative BICM
schemes only. For this reason, no feedback from the decoder is exploited by
the demapper as evidenced by (55). For BICM systems with iterative demapping/demodulation (i.e., BICM-ID), however, set-partitioning (SP) labelling is
the optimum mapping scheme. Generalization of our derivations (especially
the likelihood factorization) to the latter case in conjunction with BICM-ID
schemes falls, however, beyond the scope of this paper and will be considered
in a future work.

V. CA DOA ML E STIMATOR
As mentioned in Section II, all existing direction finding
techniques are completely oblivious to the decoder. In fact,
with no a priori knowledge about the transmitted symbols,
the receiver starts by estimating the DOA directly from the
K −1
. Then, a receive beamformer steered
snapshots, {y(k)}k=0
toward the acquired NDA DOA estimate, 
θNDA, returns the
information-bearing sequence, y(
θNDA), that is used to decode
the data. As a matter of fact, 
θNDA can be obtained by applying
any of the classical direction finding techniques. Yet, a more
accurate stochastic ML estimate (MLE) for θ is obtained in
this paper as follows:

θML-NDA = argmax L (0) (θ  ),
(65)
θ

where L (0) (.) is the NDA LLF obtained directly from its CA
counterpart in (18) by setting3 L l (k) = 0 for all l and k, i.e.:
K −1

 
 
ln H u k (θ  ) + ln H v k (θ  ) , (66)
L (0) (θ  ) =
k=0
3 In the NDA case (i.e., before starting data decoding), no a priori information about the bits is available at the receiver end, i.e., P[blk = 0] =
P[blk = 1] = 1/2 and therefore, owing to (1), L l (k) = 0 for all l and k.
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in which H (.) is simply given by:
2q−1

e−ρ Na dq [2i−1] cosh
2

H (x) =

2

i=1

 2S[2i − 1]√ N d 
a q
x .
σ2

In (66), u k (θ  ) and v k (θ  ) are the real and imaginary parts of:
1
yk (θ  ) = √ a H (θ  )y(k),
Na

(67)

which is the output of a receive beamformer steered toward
any candidate direction, θ  , that the true unknown DOA, θ ,
can possibly take. Clearly, the receive beamformer maximizes
the antenna gain only when θ  = θ leading indeed to the NDA
MLE in (65). The beamforming output sequence:
y(
θML-NDA)

T
= y0 (
θML-NDA), y1 (
θML-NDA), . . . , y K −1 (
θML-NDA) ,
corresponding to 
θML-NDA can be used to decode the data once
for all as explained in subsection IV-B. By doing so, however,
the system is prone to severe decoding errors if 
θML-NDA is
not sufficiently accurate due to harsh SNR conditions. In the
sequel, we will introduce a novel and more elaborate solution
wherein the sequence y(
θML-NDA) is used to initiate the decoding process only. The direction finding and the beamforming
tasks are then embedded within the turbo iteration loop. To do
so, we modify (59) as follows:
(r)

(r)

(r−1)

L l (k) = ϒl (k) − l

(k),

(68)

in order to obtain the a priori LLRs and, hence, a more refined
(r)
DOA MLE, 
θML-CA , at each r t h turbo iteration. It is worth
mentioning here that the bit likelihoods, l(r−1) (k), in (68) are
(r−1)
θML-CA),
extracted4 from the beamforming output sequence, y(
obtained during the previous turbo iteration. The DOA MLE,
(r)

, pertaining to the r t h turbo iteration is obtained as
θML-CA
follows:
(r)

θML-CA
= argmax L (r) (θ  ),
θ

(69)

where L (r) (θ  ) is the CA LLF in (18) but evaluated using
(r)
L l (k) instead of L l (k), i.e.:
L (r) (θ  ) =






(r) 
(r)
u k (θ  ) + ln Hk,2q−1
v k (θ  ) ,
ln Hk,2q

K
k=1

(70)
in which
(r)

(r)
Hk,s (.)

is given for s = 2q and 2q − 1 by:

2q−1

Hk,s (x) =

(r)

ηk,s (i )e
i=1

−ρ Na [2i−1]2 dq2


√
(r)
2S[2i − 1] Na dq
L s (k)
.
× cosh
x+
σ2
2


(r)
(r)
Here, ηk,2q
(i ) and ηk,2q−1
(i ) are also obtained by using
(r)

L l (k) instead of L l (k) in (14). A missing detail that needs to
4 Note here that (r−1) (k) are extracted according to (54) where y(θ ) is
l
(r−1)
being replaced by y(
θML-CA ).

be addressed, though, is how the objective CA LLFs in (70)
are maximized at each r t h turbo iteration. Actually, since they
were derived analytically in this paper, these CA LLFs can be
easily maximized using any of the popular iterative techniques
such as the well-known Newton-Raphson algorithm:
⎤
⎡
−1
2 L (r) (θ )
(r) (θ )
∂L
∂
(r)
(r)
⎦

θi−1 − ⎣
, (71)
θi = 
∂θ 2
∂θ
(r)
θ=
θi−1

(r)

in which 
θi is the DOA estimate pertaining to the i t h
Newton-Raphson iteration. The algorithm stops once the con(r)
(r)
vergence criterion |
θi(r) − 
θi−1
| ≤  is met to produce 
θML-CA
t
h
as the CA DOA MLE during the r turbo iteration. Note
here that  is a predefined threshold that governs the required
estimation accuracy.
Note also that the Newton-Raphson algorithm itself is
iterative in nature and, therefore, requires a reliable initial
guess, 
θ0(r) , to ensure its convergence to the global maximum
of the underlying objective LLF. At each r t h turbo iteration,
(r)
(r−1)
the algorithm is initialized by 
θ0 = 
θML-CA (i.e., by the
DOA MLE pertaining to the previous turbo iteration). At the
very first turbo iteration, however, the algorithm is initialized
with the NDA MLE, 
θML-NDA, obtained in (65). The latter
is obtained by maximizing L (0) (θ ) itself via the very same
Newton-Raphson algorithm and the corresponding initial guess
is obtained by a broad line search over θ .
The new CA DOA direction finding scheme is illustrated
in Fig. 1. As seen there, the soft demapper extracts the bit
likelihoods from the previous beamforming output sequence,
(r−1)
), and feed them as inputs to the SISO decoders
y(
θi−1
which compute the a posteriori LLRs, ϒ (r) , at the current
turbo iteration. To be more precise, at each r t h turbo iteration,
(r)
the first SISO decoder returns the a posteriori LLRs, ϒ1 ,
of both the data and parity bits stemming from the first RSC
encoder. Only the a posteriori LLRs corresponding to the data
bits are extracted and used to find their extrinsic information,
which are then passed on as inputs to the second SISO
(r) ,
decoder. The latter also produces the a posteriori LLRs, ϒ
2
of the very same data bits and the parity bits stemming from
(r) and ϒ
(r) , are punctured
the second RSC encoder. Then, ϒ
1
2
 (r) , of all the coded
in order to obtain the a posteriori LLRs, ϒ
bits. Their a priori LLRs are then acquired as shown in Fig. 1
and fed to the estimation block in order to find the r t h CA
(r)
DOA MLE, 
θML-CA .
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we resort to computer simulations to assess
the performance of the new CA ML estimator and to validate
the new analytical CA CRLBs. The encoder is composed of
two identical RSCs of generator polynomials (1, 0, 1, 1) and
(1, 1, 0, 1), each with systematic rate R0 = 1/2. The output
of the turbo encoder is punctured in order to achieve the
desired code rate R. For the tailing bits, the size of the RSCs’
memory is fixed to 4. We also consider 16− and 64−QAM as
representative examples for square-QAM constellations. The
number of antennas is fixed to Na = 4 and all the figures are
obtained for θ = 45◦ .
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Fig. 1.

Architecture of joint CA DOA estimation and turbo decoding.

Fig. 2.

NDA, DA, and CA (analytical and empirical) CRLBs with R = 1/3 and K = 206 for: (a) 16-QAM, and (b) 64-QAM.

A. Validation of the New Analytical CA CRLBs
We mention beforehand that the integrand function in (37)
takes extremely small values as |t| increases. Therefore, its
integral over (−∞, +∞) can be accurately approximated by a
finite integral over an appropriate support, [−T, T ], for which
the Riemann integration method can be adequately used. In our
simulations, it should be noted that T = 20 and a summation
step of 1 provided very accurate values for the infinite integral.
In Fig. 2, we plot the empirical and analytical CA CRLBs
together for each modulation order. There, we can see that the
analytical CA CRLBs coincide exactly with their empirical
counterparts validating thereby our new expressions established in Section III. Besides, as intuitively expected, the CA
CRLBs are lower than the NDA CRLBs since the latter bounds
correspond to a completely blind estimation scenario where no
a priori information about the transmitted data is exploited
at the receiver. This highlights the potential improvements
in estimation performance that can be achieved owing to
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the decoder’s assistance. More interestingly, contrarily to the
NDA CRLBs, the CA CRLBs decay rapidly and reach the
DA bounds starting from very low SNR levels. Therefore,
over a wide range of practical SNRs, CA direction finding is
theoretically able to achieve the same estimation performance
that would be obtained if all the transmitted symbols (or bits)
were perfectly known to the receiver.
B. ML Estimator
Figs. 3 and 4 depict the performance of the new CA ML
estimator, for 16− and 64−QAM (with two different coding
rates each) in terms of the mean square error (MSE). The CA
CRLBs are plotted as well to serve as overall benchmarks for
the performance of the new estimator under each simulation
setup. In order to highlight the performance improvements
brought by CA estimation over NDA estimation, from an
algorithmic point of view, we also plot in the same figures the
MSE of the completely NDA ML estimator, 
θML-NDA, given
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Fig. 3.

MSE for the different DOA estimators for 16−QAM, K = 206 with: (a) R = 1/2, and (b) R = 1/3.

Fig. 4.

MSE for the different DOA estimators for 64−QAM, K = 206 with: (a) R = 1/2, and (b) R = 1/3.

by (65). In the same figures, we also compare the new CA
DOA MLE to MUSIC, ESPRIT, and SP-EM.
First, it is observed that the new CA ML estimator is
able to achieve the performance improvements that were
theoretically predicted by the CA CRLBs. Moreover, the fact
that the CA ML estimator achieves the CA CRLBs confirms
its statistical efficiency in practice. The impact of the coding
rate on the estimation performance is also clearly observed
from the same figures. In fact, as intuitively expected, the performance of the new CA ML estimator improves, in the lowSNR region, by decreasing the coding rate.5 This is actually
hardly surprising since more error-free bits are detected by
the decoder if more redundancy is introduced by the encoder.
More specifically, higher redundancy leads to better estimates
for the a priori LLRs involved in the CA LLF of the
system. For the same coding rate, however, the performance
of the CA ML estimator (as well as the CA CRLBs) deteriorates by increasing the modulation order at any SNR value.

This is a typical behavior that is usually observed in any
parameter estimation problem involving linearly-modulated
signals (even in the NDA case). Indeed, when the modulation order increases, the inter-symbol distance decreases for
normalized-energy constellations. As such, at the same SNR
level, noise components have a relatively worse impact on
symbol detection and parameter estimation in general.
We also observe from Figs. 3 and 4 that the new CA
MLE outperforms the traditional subspace-based approaches
(i.e., MUSIC and ESPRIT)6 over the entire SNR range. This
is actually hardly surprising since MUSIC and ESPRIT are
completely blind estimators and, as such, their performance is
always lower-bounded by the NDA CRLB irrespectively of the
number of snapshots and/or the SNR level. From Figs. 3 and 4,
we also observe that the proposed CA MLE outperforms
SP-EM over the low-SNR range and that this advantage is
more prominent at higher-modulation orders and/or lower
coding rates. The superiority of the newly proposed CA MLE

5 Note here that the drastic MSE drop of both SP-EM and the new CA
ML algorithm stems from the drastic drop of the bit error rate (BER) with
increasing SNR in turbo-coded systems (cf. [10]).

6 Note here that ESPRIT was implemented using the following configuration:
two overlapping subarrays with distance ds = 1 between them. For more
details, please see [2].
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the entire SNR range. Most remarkably, with no a priori
knowledge about the transmitted data, the new CA ML estimator achieves the DA CRLB which corresponds to an ideal
scenario where all the transmitted symbols are perfectly known
to the receiver. As intuitively expected, its performance further
improves at relatively higher coding rates and lower modulation orders. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the results
disclosed in this paper can be extended, using equivalent
manipulations, to uniform rectangular arrays (URAs) where
both the elevation and azimuth angles are estimated. Yet, this
extension has its own technical pitfalls such as the challenging
pairing problem. Addressing this kind of issues in the most
appropriate way falls beyond the scope of this paper and will
be considered in a future work.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF L EMMA 1
Fig. 5. Complexities of the new CA MLE, SP-EM MLE, ESPRIT (Ns = 3,
ds = 1), and MUSIC algorithms versus the modulation order M for K = 206
and Na = 4.

over SP-EM is, however, much further appreciated when it
comes to computational complexity. Indeed, we plot in Fig. 5
the total number of operations (i.e., +, ×, and ÷) required
by all estimators versus the modulation order. There, we can
see that the proposed estimator is about 30 and 65 times
computationally less expensive than SP-EM for 64-QAM and
256 QAM, respectively. Being less accurate than the proposed
CA ML estimator, the traditional subspace-based algorithms
are, however, computationally more attractive. Yet, it should be
mentioned that the complexity of MUSIC algorithm is mainly
governed by the discretization step θ since its spatial spectrum needs to be evaluated at N = 180
θ candidate values, θn ,
for the true DOA parameter. As such, its complexity increases
by decreasing θ for the sake of enhanced performance.
ESPRIT, however, does not involve any grid search operation
and, as such, entails very low computational cost as compared
to the proposed CA ML estimator.7
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this contribution, a new CA ML DOA estimator was
designed for turbo-coded square-QAM transmissions. The
direction finding and receive-beamforming tasks were both
incorporated within the turbo iteration loop. The exact CRLBs
for the underlying estimation problem (i.e., CA CRLBs) were
also established analytically. The new estimator reaches the
CA CRLBs over a wide range of practical SNRs confirming
thereby its statistical efficiency in practice. It also outperforms the completely blind (i.e., NDA) ML estimator over
7 In practice, opting to either of the methods depends on the specific application at hand and its associated performance/complexity tradeoffs. Indeed,
the new CA estimator is more appealing in situations where pointing accuracy
is of utmost priority such as in location-aware and 911-emergency services,
mmWave or optical wireless (OW) beamforming communication links, etc.
ESPRIT, is however, more appropriate when computational complexity is
of first concern. It is worth mentioning here that the difference between
the complexities of the proposed technique and ESPRIT-type methods will
be higher in the multiple-parameter estimation case (e.g., both azimuth and
elevation angle estimation with 2D antenna arrays).

• A.1) Independence of u k (θ ) and v k (θ ): We have from (17):


1
u k (θ )  √  a(θ ) H y(k)
Na


1
v k (θ )  √  a(θ ) H y(k) .
(72)
Na
Since y(k) = S a(θ ) x(k) + w(k), it follows that:



1
u k (θ ) = S Na  {x(k)} + √  a(θ ) H w(k) ,
Na



1
v k (θ ) = S Na  {x(k)} + √  a(θ ) H w(k) .
Na

(73)
(74)

Similarly to [33], we take advantage from the independence of
{x(k)} and {x(k)}. We verify as well that x(k) and x(k)∗ are
both independent from  a(θ ) H w(k) and  a(θ ) H w(k) .
Besides, the two RVs  a(θ ) H w(k) and  a(θ ) H w(k) are
uncorrelated Gaussian RVs and, hence, independent. Therefore, u k (θ ) and v k (θ ) are independent.
• A.2) pdfs of u k (θ ) and v k (θ ): We have from (4):
y(k) = Sa(θ )x(k) + w(k).
By denoting yk (θ ) =

√1 a(θ ) H y(k),
Na

(75)

it follows that:


1
yk (θ ) = S Na x(k) + √ a(θ ) H w(k),
N
* a +,
w
.k (θ)

where w
.k (θ ) is a zero-mean Gaussian RV whose variance is
given by:

∗ 
1 
E a(θ ) H w(k) a(θ ) H w(k)
var{w̃(θ )} =
Na


1
=
a(θ ) H E w(k)w(k) H a(θ ) = σ 2 .
Na
Therefore, the pdf of the RV yk (θ ) in (76), conditioned on
x(k) = cm ∀ cm ∈ C , is given by:



2
1
1 

p[yk (θ )|x(k) = cm ] =
exp − 2 yk (θ ) − S Na cm .
πσ 2
σ
(76)
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By noticing that yk (θ ) = u k (θ ) + j v k (θ ), recalling the
expression of Dk (θ ) in (11), and averaging (76) over the
constellation alphabet, it follows that:




1
u k (θ )2
v k (θ )2
exp −
exp −
Dk (θ ).
p[yk (θ )] =
πσ 2
σ2
σ2
(77)
Then, by recalling (13) and noticing that βk = βk,2q βk,2q−1 ,
it follows that:
2βk,2q − u k (θ2)2
p[yk (θ )] = √
e σ Hk,2q
πσ 2


2βk,2q−1 − vk (θ2)2
× u k (θ ) √
e σ Hk,2q−1 v k (θ ) .
2
πσ
By noticing that p[yk (θ )] = p[u k (θ ), v k (θ )] and recalling the
independence of u k (θ ) and v k (θ ), it follows that their pdfs are
given by (22) and (23), respectively.

2

• B.2) Proof of (32): The expected value of  x(k) is
obtained by averaging it over all the points in the constellation
alphabet:




2
2
=
E  x(k)
(82)
 cm Pr x(k) = cm .
cm ∈C

By using the obvious decomposition C = .
C ∪ (−.
C) ∪
.
C ∗ ∪ (−.
C ∗ ) where .
C is the top-right quadrant of the con2
2
∗ 2 =
stellation and noticing that  c̃m =  − c̃m =  c̃m
∗ 2 ∀ c̃ ∈ .
 − c̃m
C , (82) can be rewritten as follows:
m


2
E  x(k)
 

2
 c̃m Pr x(k) = c̃m
=
c̃m ∈C̃







∗
∗
+ Pr x(k) = −c̃m + Pr x(k) = c̃m
+ Pr x(k) = −c̃m
.
(83)

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF (31) AND (32)
• B.1) Proof of (31): Before delving into details, we will prove
the two following identities:


2 
2 
H
H
= 0 and E ȧ(θ ) w(k)
= 0. (78)
E w(k) ȧ(θ )
In fact, we have:



2 
H
H
H
E w(k) ȧ(θ )
= E w(k) ȧ(θ )w (k)ȧ(θ ) ,


= E ȧ(θ )T w(k)∗ w(k) H ȧ(θ ) ,



∗
= E ȧ(θ )T w(k)w(k)T ȧ(θ ) ,
 
∗
T
T
= ȧ(θ ) E w(k)w(k)
ȧ(θ ). (79)
For circularly symmetric noise, however, we have
E w(k)w(k)T = 0 which is used in (79) to obtain the
first identity in (78). The second identity in (78) is obtained
using equivalent manipulations. Now, applying again the
trivial identity {z} = 12 (z + z ∗ ) with z = ȧ(θ ) H w(k),
it follows that :

 
2 
2 
1  H
H
H
= E w (k)ȧ(θ ) + ȧ(θ ) w(k)
,
E  ȧ(θ ) w(k)
4
(80)
and therefore:
 
2 
H
E  ȧ(θ ) w(k)



2  1
1
H
H
H
= E w (k)ȧ(θ )
+ ȧ(θ ) E w(k)w (k) ȧ(θ )
4
2



2
1
.
+ E ȧ(θ ) H w(k)
4
Then, exploiting the fact that E w(k)w H (k) = σ 2 I Na and
the two identities in (78), we obtain:
 
2 
1
E  ȧ(θ ) H w(k)
= ||ȧ(θ )||2 σ 2 .
(81)
2

Moreover, by using the explicit expressions for the a priori
probabilities given in Eqs. (37)-(40) of [28], along with
x−y
the identity cosh(x) + cosh(y) = 2 cosh( x+y
2 ) cosh( 2 ),
we obtain:




Pr x(k) = c̃m + Pr x(k) = −c̃m




∗
∗
+ Pr x(k) = c̃m
+ Pr x(k) = −c̃m
/


L 2q (k) + L 2q−1 (k)
= 2βk μk,q (c̃m ) cosh
2

0
L 2q (k) − L 2q−1 (k)
+ cosh
,
2




L 2q (k)
L 2q−1 (k)
cosh
. (84)
= 4βk μk,q (c̃m )cosh
2
2
C p can be written as c̃m = [2n −1]dq +
Since each point c̃m ∈ .
j [2i − 1]dq for some 1 ≤ i, n ≤ 2q−1 , the single sum in the
right-hand side of (83) can be written as a double sum over
the counters n and i . By doing so and using the decomposition
in [28], eq. (49)], i.e.:


μk,q (c̃m ) = μk,q [2n − 1]dq + j [2i − 1]dq
= ηk,2q (i )ηk,2q−1 (n),

(85)

it follows that (83) is equivalent to [after using the result
of (84)]:


2
E  x(k)
= 4βk

2q−1 2q−1 

(2n − 1)2 dq2 ηk,2q (i )ηk,2q−1 (n)

i=1 n=1






L 2q (k)
L 2q−1 (k) 
×cosh
cosh
2
2
⎤
⎡

 2q−1
L 2q−1 (k)
(2n −1)2 dq2 ηk,2q−1 (n)⎦
= ⎣2βk,2q−1 cosh
2
n=1
⎤
⎡
 2q−1

L 2q (k)
ηk,2q (i )⎦,
(86)
× ⎣2βk,2q cosh
2
i=1
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in which the decomposition βk = βk,2q βk,2q−1 was used
in the last equality. Moreover, it was recently shown in
[26, LEMMA 3] that:
2βk,s cosh

 L s (k)
2

2q−1

ηk,s (n) = 1.

(87)

n=1

By recalling the expression of ωk,2q−1 in (26) and using (87)
back into (86), we obtain the result given in (32).
A PPENDIX C
E XPRESSION OF ü k (θ ) AND P ROOF OF THE
I NDEPENDENCE OF ü k (θ ) AND z(k)
Starting from the expression of u k (θ ) in (17), we can write:
ü k (θ ) =



∂ 2 u k (θ )
1
H
=
√

ä(θ
)
y(k)
.
∂θ 2
Na

Now, replacing y(k) by its expression, i.e., S a(θ ) x(k) + w(k),
it follows that:




S
1
ü k (θ ) = √  ä(θ ) H a(θ )x(k) + √  ä(θ ) H w(k) .
Na
Na
(88)
Then, by using the identity {x} = 21 (x + x ∗ ), we obtain:

1 
S ä(θ ) H a(θ )x(k) + Sa(θ ) H ä(θ )x(k)∗
ü k (θ ) = √
2 Na


1
+ √  ä(θ ) H w(k) .
(89)
Na
Moreover, by recalling the expression of yk (θ ), it can be shown
that x(k) can be expressed as a function of u k (θ ) and v k (θ )
as follows:
1
1
[u k (θ ) + j v k (θ )] −
a(θ ) H w(k).
x(k) = √
S Na
S Na

(90)

Therefore, plugging (90) back into (89) and using the identity:
ä(θ ) H a(θ ) + a(θ ) H ä(θ ) + 2||ȧ(θ )||2 = 0,

2
derived from a(θ ) = Na , it follows that:
ü k (θ ) = −
with


||ȧ(θ )||2
1 
u k (θ ) −
 ä(θ ) H a(θ ) v k (θ ) + z k (θ ),
Na
Na



1
z k (θ ) = √  ä(θ ) H w(k)
Na


1
− √  ä(θ ) H a(θ )a(θ ) H w(k) .
Na Na

By denoting z̃ k (θ ) =
z k (θ ) = z̃¨ k (θ ) −
and

(91)

√1 
Na

Na

1
√

Na

a(θ ) H w(k) , it follows that:



 ä(θ ) H a(θ )a(θ ) H w(k) , (92)


u k (θ ) = S Na {x(k)} + z̃ k (θ ).

(93)
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To show the independence of u k (θ ) and z k (θ ), notice first that
since z k (θ ) contains only the noise contribution, {x(k)} and
z k (θ ) are indeed independent. Moreover, it can be shown that:




1
E z̃ k (θ )z k (θ ) = E z̃ k (θ )z̃¨ k (θ ) −
√
Na Na



×E z̃ k (θ )  ä(θ ) H a(θ )a(θ ) H w(k) ,

−1
1 
= √ ||ȧ(θ )||2 σ 2 − √
− ||ȧ(θ )||2 σ 2 ,
Na
Na
= 0.
Since one can also verify that z̃ k (θ ) and z k (θ ) are two
Gaussian distributed RVs, it follows that they are independent.
Therefore u k (θ ) and z k (θ ) are independent. By following
the same reasoning, the expression of v̈ k (θ ), involved in the
expression of γk,2q−1 (θ ) is obtained as follows:
v̈ k (θ ) = −


||ȧ(θ )||2
1 
v k (θ ) +
 ä(θ ) H a(θ ) u k (θ ) + z k (θ ),
Na
Na

where z k (θ ) is given by:


1
z k (θ ) = √  ä(θ ) H w(k)
Na


1
− √  ä(θ ) H a(θ )a(θ ) H w(k) .
Na Na
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